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From its very beginnings, British and American common law have attempted to
deal with the mind-state of perpetrators of crime. This has taken various procedural
and statutory forms that have often been characterized by confusion and contradictions in purpose. Clarification of the psychological and legal issues may assist in
bringing the criminal treatment process to a more rational basis.

From earliest historic times, human societies have been wrestling with the
problem of mind-state during the commission of "crimes." Although formal
psychological theories about the working of the mind did not evolve until
relatively recently, awareness and concerns about it have been the focus of
social conflict for a very long time. Earlier, such matters were understood to be
mainly questions of morality.
The "criminal-mind" has become the
focus of much study by psychiatrists for
the past 150 years and now, of course, it
is the central professional concern for a
growing number who specialize in "forensic" psychiatry. One of the leaders in
this movement was our late lamented
friend and colleague, Dr. Bernard Diamond, to whom this issue is dedicated.
This article. written in his honor. will
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briefly review the evolution of some of
the ways that criminals have been dealt
with by the law. It will show the complex, convoluted, and ambivalent ways
in which society has struggled with its
contradictory impulses to be vengeful
and retributive. as well as understanding
and rehabilitative. This ancient and
slow-moving process should not cause
us to be unduly pessimistic about future
possibilities for improvement; it is the
nature of all social change. To achieve a
more effective system of "justice" in the
treatment of criminals is our goal, and
our progress, or lack of it, will measure
the degree of the civilizing process.
From the period of pre-Norman English history, there have been "criminal
laws" that have reflected the ongoing
struggle to deal with the mind-state of
individuals committing those crimes. In
early medieval times, the mere act of
committing what was later to be designated the felony of murder triggered a
response from the clan or family of the
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victim.' Such an act was settled by
vengeance, and slowly procedures were
evolved to attempt to handle the punishments fairly. Since early trials were dealt
with by ordeal or by combat, the assumption was made that God would see
to it that the party having justice on
their side would heal from the ordeal or
prevail in the combat.' After a while it
was noted that God seemed always to
favor the combat of the largest and fiercest party. so ultimately, it was made
possible for the felon to have a relative
or fellow clansman act as his champion.
Such a mode of settlement often led to
blood feuds that were detrimental to
social stability, and so alternative forms
of trial were developed in which a
"court" became more influential.'
At this point in time, the criminal law
bore considerable similarity to tort law.
One of the early manifestations of this
fact was the development of the concept
of werge1d4 In this situation, the value
of the victim was calculated in terms of
wealth, and the wrongdoer had to pay
that value to the family of the murdered
one. In some circumstances, this
amounted to lifelong servitude, and the
culprit was seen to be paying the family
back for the personal losses caused by
his wrongdoing. Also over time, there
was a progressive change toward paying
the penalty monies to the king, and this
caused him to have an interest not only
in prosecuting the crime, but even in
discovering it.'
By the thirteenth century, many felonies had been defined but they contained
no descriptions of mind-state (mens
rea). Individuals were found to be guilty
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by the baronial court, and at the time of
sentencing, mitigating circumstances
such as infancy, or "non cornpos mentis." or accident were raised, and sentences would be lowered a~cordingly.~
From the twelfth century onward, definitions of mental state began to come
into the descriptions of major felonies.
Some of them reflected the relative social status of the Anglo-Saxons and of
their Norman conquerors. Over the next
several centuries, the mental portion of
the definitions of crimes began to take
more formal shape.'
As noted above, persons who were non
cornpos mentis had sentences mitigated,'
and progressively a more formal description of the defense of insanity began to
emerge. One of the first was the so-called
"wild beast" test in which the mentally
ill assailant was seen to be acting with
the same lack of control as would be
evidenced by a wild beast,9 with a mindstate in which there was a total lack of
control and/or ability to comply with
the requirements of lawful behavior. It
described a person who responded only
to his inner impulses with no concern at
all for such external niceties as law.
Later, the "policeman at the elbow" test
emerged which described the assailant
as unwilling or unable to obey the law,
even when there was a policeman standing beside him. (One of the interesting
California cases studied by Diamond involved an assailant. with a policeman at
each elbow, who actually fired his revolver through the arm of a union business agent to kill his victim!'')
From the earliest development in the
defense of insanity, it should have been
Bull Am Acad Psychiatry Law, Vol. 20, No. 2, 1992
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clear that the medical evidence put forward in such a defense would contain
the same psychological elements as those
utilized in describing the mens rea of a
crime, only they were developed within
a procedural variation. This was demonstrated clearly in California, where it
became possible for a defendant to have
two trials for the same crime. Psychological evidence could be put forward as a
defense on the mens rea issue in the first
trial, and if that were unsuccessful, the
defendant could present exactly the
same evidence, perhaps even to the same
jury, for the defense of insanity.'' This
conceptual anomaly in the development
of criminal law was first noted and fully
discussed by the Australian high court
judge, Sir Owen Dixon.I2
Over time, definitions for insanity
were changed and included the "irresistible impulse" test,13 McNaughton's
rule,14 the Durham rule,15 and that of
the ALI (American Law Institute) Model
Penal Code.I6 All of these tests were said
to be attempts to provide the jury with
a more precise and certain definition
that would enable them to have a greater
sense of clarity about the fact of insanity
they were to find. Many commentators
have noted that when any of these tests
is explored instrumentally, they all embrace the same information, they all require an extensive delineation by the
expert witness about how they relate to
the presence or absence of mental illness,
and they all explore the way such illness
impinges on the defendant's capacity to
make choices about his behavior.'' In
no circumstance is the definition of
mental illness legally tied to the presence
Bull Am Acad Psychiatry Law, Vol. 20, No. 2, 1992

or absence of psychosis, although many
expert witnesses attempt to establish
such a relationship.'' As my former colleague, B. J. George, put it nicely, "The
law does not care whether the defendant's mental illness is Scasnafran, Willowfraw, or Idlebrick. It only cares about
his capacity to make choices, and that is
a fact for the jury to find."19
In addition to matters involving the
precise (or imprecise) verbal content in
descriptions of insanity, there is also the
very weighty effect of how the judge
interprets their meaning. Justice Holmes
has made the point vividly that the law
is only that which a judge will sustain in
his opinion^.'^ (This is like the old saw
about the baseball umpire who remarked that a pitch isn't anything until
he calls it a ball or a strike.) This was
well illustrated in Pennsylvania, when in
195 1, a new mental health act was
passed that redefined insanity and abandoned the McNaughton rule. It only
took one case on appeal to the State
Supreme Court for them to hold that
what the legislature really meant was
whether or not the defendant knew the
difference between right and wrong, and
knew the nature and consequences of
his acts!21Thus, in one fell swoop, they
reverted to the McNaughton rules, although that was far from the clearly
stated intention of the legislature as expressed in the statute. The judicial rule,
of course, prevailed.
The fact that there appears to be so
much variation in what jurors will accept as mens rea in criminal cases makes
lawyers and judges restless. This occasionally leads to a statutory return to the
213
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same kind of "strict liability" as reflected
in the earliest definitions of crimes, but
such a course of action doesn't hold up
with the passage of time. Exceptions,
made in the name of "fairness," swiftly
erode away the absoluteness of the rules,
and once more, the courts and the participants are back to all of the uncertainties of having mind-state become a question of fact for a
Another area in which there is considerable evolved variation in handling
mental state in criminal law has to do
with issues of "presumption." For example, a common presumption in law
is that a person's acts and their results
reveal his intention, and to alter or eliminate that presumption, evidence must
be i n t r ~ d u c e dThis
. ~ ~ procedural device
is used in the defense of insanity. The
case opens with a presumption of sanity,
but when "some evidence" of insanity is
introduced by the defense, in most jurisdictions the burden shifts and the prosecutor has to prove sanity.24This is not
often pressed vigorously, and thus an
important defense possibility is lost. To
explore such a presumption requires the
introduction into evidence of concepts
about levels of consciousness, a subject
that itself is somewhat disquieting to
most fact-finders as well as many others,
including 1awye1-s.~~
Most people intensely dislike and even fear the idea
that they have the capacity to carry on
mental activity below the threshold of
their cognitive control. This, of course,
is the essence of the characteristic kind
of behavior that leads to the defense of
insanity.
The issue of mind-state also relates to
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various theological dogmas, such as that
which exists in the Catholic church,
whereby thoughts and acts are treated as
moral equivalents. If one accepts such a
presumption, it would seem to eliminate
completely the possibility for the kind
of mental behavior that characterizes
maturity, whereby a person carries out
what John Dewey called an "imaginative
rehearsal" before deciding what line of
action to take.26 Most of the people I
have examined in legal contexts where
mental state is at issue, have precisely
that kind of incapacity: they cannot
think about all of their psychological
impulses with the kind of freedom that
allows them to come to a rational judgment about what they will choose to do
or not to do in a given instance. This is
usually at the center of any psychiatric
expert testimony involving mental activity, and it is the mental illness or defect
that must be established before presumptions about motivation may be
shifted in a criminal defen~e.~'
A recent change and a new approach
to "solving" some of the tensions about
crime and mental illness has been development of the defense of "guilty but
mentally
The blame for this new
anomaly and source of confusion (and I
say this without hesitation) must fall to
psychiatry. Fortunately, the idea has not
gone far or gained much support. This
new line of legal psychiatric defense is a
product of the ancient fear and fantasy
that people who are found not guilty by
reason of insanity, will be turned loose
on the streets to "prey on us again."
Virtually every prosecutor makes this
argument except in those rare jurisdicBull Am Acad Psychiatry Law, Vol. 20, No. 2, 1992
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tions where the true outcome of the
NGRI findings must be explained to the
jury. (This was best worked out in the
District of Columbia, starting with the
case of Lyles v. U.S.29)Through the generosity of Bernie Diamond, I once had
the opportunity to read a broadside published within a few weeks of the trial of
Daniel McNaughton and titled Monomania that vividly describes this fear.30
The message of this piece makes exactly
the same points heard today in virtually
every case in which insanity is plead.
Under the new status of "guilty but
mentally ill" (a condition that I must
say totally defies my understanding) an
individual is found guilty of the substantive crime but with the attendant appellation of "mentally ill." This provides
the jury with the illusion that they are
doing something helpful for the defendant because under such a finding, he
may receive treatment for his mental
illness within the Corrections Department. Of course, this offers no change
at all in the status quo, since mentally
ill prisoners are always provided with
such psychiatric treatment opportunities
as exist in the prison system. It simply
allows the jury to believe that it is taking
into account the defendant's mental illness and "helping" them, when they are
afraid to find not guilty by reason of
insanity because they think such a prisoner would be released to the streets.
They see Corrections to be providing
public safety at the same time they are
being helpful to the prisoner. This defense only further confuses the law about
mental status during crimes and, in my
opinion, provides the jury with a fraudBull Am Acad Psychiatry Law, Vol. 20, No. 2, 1992

ulent opportunity to escape dealing with
the mentally ill status. I am pleased that
it has not been extensively promulgated,
and I hope that my state, Michigan, will
eliminate it.
At this point, I would like to reiterate
the fact that all of these concerns about
mental status at the time of criminal
activity lead to the questions about treatment goals (in the criminal law sense).
They reflect efforts to figure out a way
of balancing society's need for security
(and perhaps even for retribution) with
concepts of fairness about blameworthiness as well as rehabilitation. Even
though society has few resources to devote to the treatment of mentally ill
criminals, we at least should be clear on
what we call them so that rationality
may be invoked in whatever treatment
efforts we are able to make. I do not
think it incumbent upon society to perform miracles so far as treatment resource production and distribution, but
at least it should try to deal with these
matters in a constantly logical way that
will facilitate planning whenever we
have any such resources to deploy.
The only proposals I know of that deal
with mental status and criminality in a
logical and rational fashion are the ones
suggested by Baroness Wooten in England and Paul Tappen in the United
state^.^' In their plan, it is suggested that
all crimes be redefined in such a way
that mens rea is totally removed from
the definition. Each crime, according to
society's proclivities and interests, would
have a firmly set maximum treatment
limit. The treatment sentence legally
prescribed could be developed to fit the
215
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needs of the individual criminal, but it
could not exceed the statutory maximum for the crime of which he was
convicted. The fact of criminality (the
actus reas) would be determined in a
trial, run essentially in the same way that
trials are now run. Following a finding
of guilt for a specified crime, there would
be a second trial (perhaps with some
treatment expert joining a conventional
judge on the bench) to determine first,
why the crime was committed. This
would include such matters as, first, the
degree of conscious control exercised or
not exercised by the defendant. Second,
it would reveal and explore the personality qualities of the offender in order
that they might be related to future treatment goals and resources. The maximum seniencing definition would also
allow for community input so far as
dealing with fundamental morality
quest;ons and how they wished to handle these considerations in relation to
the criminal treatment process. This
phase of the trial would also explore
issues of future risk to the community
for the same criminal behavior and balance those risks against possibilities of
rehabilitation. Even matters of primary
and secondary deterrence could be explored and evaluated during this phase.
Some questions have been raised about
the constitutionality of eliminating mens
rea for crime definition^.^^ Although this
has not been fully explored, I (perhaps
inexpertly and presumptuously) do not
see how this would be a serious barrier
if issues of fairness were handled adequately in the two trials.
There has been some legal debate
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about whether psychiatric testimony can
be admitted appropriately as evidence
about mens rea, if it does not rise to the
level of the defense of insanity.33I have
already noted the precise parallel between issues of mens rea and issues of
the insanity defense as illustrated in the
bifurcated trial situation in California,
and as exemplified by the Wells case.
The ongoing search for certainty has
been expressed since Hinckley in statutory revisions that have removed the
"volitional leg" of the defense of insanity. It seems difficult to eliminate such
considerations if one is to consider the
behavior and the motivating thought
processes of any human being within the
context of psychological theory. Just as
it is possible to utilize psychodynamic
theory under a narrow McNaughton definition, so the same may be said for the
narrowed ALI standard. It appears to
me that always the question comes down
to the nature of the expert testimony
presented. If it is brought forward in the
context of a psychodynamic model in
any of its forms, it has some utility for
helping the fact-finder decide about the
control and choice-making capacities of
the defendant. Any other kind of psychiatric testimony does not appear to
me to have much utility in the trial
process, and probably will not be of
much use. Certainly, Dr. Diamond's testimony in all the cases in which he appeared, were paragons of skillful presentation of psychodynamic information,
and can only have helped the fact-finder
in his deliberations about mental status.
He always said that he would not testify
for the prosecution; but probably the
Bull Am Acad Psychiatry Law, Vol. 20, No. 2, 1992
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loses sight of the fact that the issue is not
prosecution would not care to have him
yet
perfectly validated. To do that is to
testify, at any rate, since his information
be scientific. The practical necessities of
nearly always would tend to demondispute resolution as they appear in the
strate large areas of behavior not under
trial, require the admissibility of inforconscious choice-making by the defendmation that is less than fully settled from
ant. What he insisted upon was that he
the standpoint of science. The weight of
be able to present what he believed to be
such evidence deserves comment by the
a full scientific explanation of the subjudge. This is essentially the manner in
ject's behavior.
which psychiatric testimony is admitted.
Frequently, psychiatric testimony is
There is a wide scope of admissibility,
challenged on the basis of whether it is
and an effort is made to help a factscientific, as if there was some stark line
dividing it from the n o n ~ c i e n t i f i c . ~ ~finder to determine its weight in the
decision making. This was an area of
Being scientific in the study of somegreat interest to Bernie Diamond, and it
thing as complex as mental behavior, is
came to its sharpest focus, perhaps, in
to describe an ongoing process that
his discussions about the admissibility of
launches from positions of hypotheses
testimony derived from hypnosis. There
that are logically supported by a theohe saw the distortion-potential as being
retical construct that may not be anywhere near to the level of validity, and
so great, that such evidence should be
inadmissible as a matter of policy. His
in fact, may end up to not be true. The
opening forays of description, provided
outlook on this subject seems to have
prevailed widely?
they are carried out systematically, orAnother psychological mind-state
derly, and in ways that progressively
help to refine the concepts, is the essence
question that has been much used and
of a growing science. As Leslie White, a
abused in the past to deal with individrenowned sociologist at the University
uals who have committed crimes and
of Michigan in the 1950s said, "Science
are thought to have psychological probis ~ciencing."~~
An idea does not have to
lems, has been the finding of "incombe rendered in a mathematical formapetence to stand trial." Although origition for it to be scientific. While it is
nally formulated to help insure fairness
always a source of anxiety when one is
in the trial of psychologically disabled
faced with complex ideas with multiple
defendants who might not be able to
and convoluted origins, the effort must
protect themselves, it was used progresbe made to reduce these to as nearly
sively to facilitate a ritual and casual
provable propositions as is possible, and
incapacitation for those so denomias swiftly as possible. This, of course, is
nated. It was used as a basis for "hospitalizing" a multitude of people who were
different from the frame of reference of
a working clinician, where if he is to help
socially troublesome for one or another
his patients, he must always act us if'he
reason. When I first became involved
with legal matters in the mid-1 95Os,
knows. even while he (hopefully) never
Bull Am Acad Psychiatry Law, Vol. 20, No. 2, 1992
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there were two or three times as many
inmates in hospitals for the criminally
insane who had been found incompetent
to stand trial, as those who had been
found not guilty by reason of in~anity.~'
This became the subject for considerable
research by some of my students and
others, and perhaps one of the most
striking changes brought about through
the collaborative efforts of lawyers and
psychiatrists, has been the extensive decrease in the numbers of persons held in
that status. This problem was virtually
settled by the Supreme Court in Jackson
v. Indiana,38 which forced the state
either to bring the case to trail, civilly
commit, or dismiss charges, and release
those who were held in that status.
Around the time Jackson 11. Indiana
was decided, a survey of patients at the
Ionia State Hospital for the Criminally
Insane in Michigan revealed the same
situation as elsewhere, and recommendations were made to move in the direction set by the Jackson holding. I participated in an "audit" of that institution,
and we found many appalling situations.
Perhaps the most striking and poignant
example involved a Russian displaced
person who spoke no English and who
had been apprehended for breaking and
entering in the night-time. Shortly after
his arrest, a detective had recorded in his
notes that he thought the arrestee did
not speak English, and that he had been
trying to communicate the fact that he
had been invited by the woman of the
household for "friendly activities." The
unexpected early return of the husband
caused the woman to set up the hue and
cry to protect herself, and that led to the
218

charge against the defendant. Throughout his hospitalization, which by then
was just over three years duration, it had
been noted that he was "mute and uncooperative," and he was diagnosed as
being "schizophrenic," thus justifying
his continued hospitalization as incompetent to stand trial. I had listened to
several of the case presentations before
the review board of the hospital prior to
this one, and was feeling considerably
frustrated by the inadequacies of the psychiatric evaluations. Although the hospital had few well-trained psychiatrists,
it did have several staff persons who
spoke Russian, and one of them was
sitting on the review board at the time.
After a hasty review of his hospital record, they decided to continue his status
as incompetent to stand trial. At this
point, no longer able to contain myself,
I wondered if anybody had had the opportunity to interview him in Russian,
since it was noted in his early police
record that he did not speak English, but
only Russian. My question was somewhat startling, but the chairman and one
of the Russian-speaking staff proceeded
to address him in Russian. At this point,
the poor patient practically jumped out
of his chair in glee, unleashing a veritable
explosion of speech and proceeded to
explain the situation! Of course, shortly
thereafter he was returned to court for
trial and charges against him were
dropped!
This, of course, was a relatively simple
kind of problem, and yet, there were
thousands of persons like this, held in
the mental hospitals of the nation as
incompetent to stand
Most of the
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people in that status were the victims of
sloppy or even incompetent lawyers who
did not follow their cases appropriately.
In addition, they were victimized frequently by an incompetent mental
health staff, taking the easy way out of
sometimes complex social situations.
Jackson has changed all of that, and
much of the credit for this salutary
change goes to the many psychiatrists
who became involved with this issue.
As psychiatrists present expert testimony in criminal (as well as civil) cases,
it is important that they avoid certain
common pitfalls. First and foremost is
the question about "drawing conclusions of fact." I have always believed
that it is confusing to fact-finders if experts do not say what they think the
"facts" are; but at the same time, it is all
too easy for those experts to present
ultimate facts as if they are clinical findings per se. These matters were explored
thoroughly in the D.C. case of Carter v.
Psychiatric expert witnesses must
always clearly set forth their theoretical
tenets, their observational data, and then
the inferences that they have drawn from
these two sources. If this is done, then
the judge may readily instruct the jury
about how to handle their own factfinding procedures. She can do this by
making appropriate comments about
the weight of evidence so that there will
be some perspective on the expert testimony as it relates to other sources of
information being evaluated. This will
permit optimal utilization of psychiatric
expert testimony as it explores issues
that are, in the last analysis, essentially
unprovable at this time. To figure out
Bull Am Acad Psychiatry Law, Vol. 20, No. 2, 1992

what a person's mind-state was in the
past when there were no observers present, is indeed a tough problem, and yet,
that is exactly the procedure that must
be carried out by the fact-finders. Psychiatry never has to apologize for the
limitations of its tool kit. On the other
hand, it should be made very clear to
the fact-finder, what the limitations of
psychiatric testimony are, and how it
may be utilized to explore and answer
difficult questions. If that is done, all
parties will be working in the same harness to answer very difficult questions.
As Sir James Stephen said, "I think that
in dealing with matters so obscure and
difficult, the two great professions of law
and medicine ought rather to feel for
each other's difficulties than to speak
harshly of each other's shortcoming^."^'
The loss of Bernie Diamond's voice in
carrying out this ongoing legal, psychiatric, and social dialogue will be greatly
missed. I am sure his spirit and his skill
will live on forever for those of us who
knew him, and those who will become
familiar with him through his writings.
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